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Name have been removed leaving just the comments. 

 

 

 

Truth is always better than fiction, So why have not Hollywood picked up this great Family story and 
turned it into a Blockbuster "Dallas 2 (The Cumberland Gap )? 
 

Good 
 

 

Wonder if results will show a write down of £20m on Carlisle Airport 
 

Looks like trouble at mill at Southend Airport and gagging is being attempted of Stobart employees 
according to the whistle site. Dbay deal seems to have gone quiet - has it completed ? 
 
The more I read about Winkler and Stubbs junior how are they getting away with it?,In the full glare 
of the City the boys are carrying out there antics, gagging anybody raising any objections , shuffling 
their directors to suit their purpose, moving private assets in and out at highly questionable values 
.Surely the city bods cant be that cynical turning a blind eye just because divis are pretty acceptable 
Like some sort of fools gold 
 
26m !!shares were sold on Friday who and what is that all about ? and the SP hasnt even flickered 
 
RNS out so company bought a shedful of shares back in, I wonder who’s  shares they were? The plot 
thickens Surely it cant be Winklers or Stobart Juniors offloading their shares back to the company no 
it cant be-they couldnt get that one through 
 
Something smells about all this. In a Closed Period are Directors permitted to make a decision for a 
buy back ? Who or what entity was the Seller ? The other 2 transactions at exactly the same time still 
unexplained who was the Seller and who was the Buyer. Statistically impossible that it was not a 
conspiracy to sell all at the same time. Mysteriously less than 3 hours into the business day following 
the £35 mill coming in. Stinks 
 
One possible awful scenario is that the boys sold their shares in Stobart to Stobart which effectively 
gave them the monies to buy the transport business. Maybe borrowing the money for the short 
period of time between the transactions. It cant be that can it? Nothing surprises me here 
 
Would not touch this share, if half of what you say is true I can see this dropping to £1 in the near 
future. 
 
Anybody invested in stobbart on this board 
 
not any more might come back in when they devalue the airports 
 
So after a week we finally get informed today that Willy Wonga Stobart sold 7 million shares last 
Friday at 1148. Did Stobart Group buy them as well as the 13.1 million it bought at exactly the same 
time ? Did he then put the promised £5 million into the DBAY deal ( the day after the transaction !) 



and trousered £4,033,000 cash ? At the very least it is now obvious there was now a conspiracy to 
manipulate the market price last Friday and why has it taken a week for us to find out ? 

 


